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Chairperson’s Report
To my mind, this has been an outstanding year for FIRST. We
retained our Gold Standard for Investors in People (IIP), were asked
to contribute to the Parliamentary Review 2019, introduced new
activities for clients and saw our financial turnover reach a record
high despite ongoing funding pressures.
It is clear from the IIP report that FIRST’s continuing success is
based on leadership, trust and values. This recognises the excellent
staff teams that support and deliver our core services, the committed
volunteers that freely assist in achieving our goals and of course the
dedicated professionalism of our Service Manager, who has overseen the steady growth
of the company since its inception. My thanks, and that of the Board of Directors, goes to
all of them for a job well done. In turn, I would also like to thank my fellow Directors for
their valuable contributions and support in steering the organisation. Thanks too, to
Carolyn King of Fife Council, our Link Officer, who has conscientiously carried out her role
for many years.
I have always thought of FIRST as a leader in its field, and this was confirmed when we
were invited to contribute to this year’s Parliamentary Review. The purpose of the
Parliamentary Review is to share best practice in the hope of raising standards, and each
year a limited number of companies are chosen as best practice representatives. FIRST
was one of the nine companies making up the Recovery and Rehabilitation category and
the only one from Scotland. This was an excellent opportunity to showcase our approach
nationally, and the finished article, written by April, did just that. I was fortunate to be able
to represent FIRST at a reception in the Palace of Westminster for the launch of the
publication.
Since its foundation in 2003, FIRST has always recognised that in order to survive and
grow, we must continually adapt and improve our service offer. This year has been no
exception and, through economies and seeking new sources of funding, we have been
able to support new developments such as the Peer Leader programme as well as
sustaining our popular groupwork activities. Dedicated funding has allowed us to deliver
effective residential rehabilitation for a fifth year. Despite the financial pressures faced by
our funders, we have been able to grow our services to the people of Fife such that our
turnover has reached nearly £1M – a significant sum invested in us by Fife Health & Social
Partnership, Fife ADP and Fife Council to whom many thanks are due.
In August, I advised the Board of Directors that due to my retirement and intention to move
away from the area, I had decided to step down from the Board at the next AGM after
fifteen years service, four as Chairperson. Echoing the words of my predecessor, the late
Lena Graham, I can say sincerely that it has been a privilege and a pleasure to be Chair
of FIRST. I wish FIRST every success in the future. With the organisation in such capable
hands, I have no doubt that at this time next year, my successor will be reporting that
FIRST continues to grow and support even more clients on their journey to recovery.

Alan Russell
May 2019

Service Manager’s Report
We have had a number of staff departing over the last twelve months for
a number of reasons and have made some internal changes to manage
this.
After investing in specialised training, delivered by Laura Freeman from
NHS Education for Scotland, our frontline staff have all been trained to
deliver anxiety management on a one to one basis with our clients. This
has enabled our Mental Health Co-ordinator to increase her caseload for
those clients who require additional support. NHS Fife Addictions
Psychology Service (that I mentioned in last year’s report) is now up and
running with FIRST providing two days staff input as a Partner in this,
helping to deliver the Emotional Regulation Groups.
In order to provide a Pathway for our clients who are keen to get involved in the recovery
community, our Peer Leader programme is now up and running and can, if desired, lead on to
volunteering with FIRST and helping to develop the recovery community in general. Support
groups and activities are frequently requested by clients and we aim to further develop this in
2019/20. Evening and weekend periods can be very difficult for clients – we know this well. With
this in mind, it is our intention to develop a programme covering these times where possible.
The members in our newly formed Arts & Crafts Group have created a number of real
‘masterpieces’ and these can be viewed in here today.
As always, the Residential Rehabilitation programme continues to do well, transforming the lives
of many people.
At the time of writing, we await a further unannounced inspection by the Care Inspectorate. Given
the sterling work undertaken by everyone involved with the organisation coupled with the reporting
I regularly receive both formally and informally from our clients, I am confident that once again,
we will be marked favourably. Adhering to the many guidance documents we are instructed to
follow from the Scottish Government is important to us. We put our Service Users at the heart of
everything that we do.
Once again, I’d like to thank all the staff, Peer Leaders and Volunteers who help deliver such a
great Service.
Thanks also go to our Board of Directors for continued support to the organisation and myself as
Service Manager in particular.
This year we are (sadly) losing Alan Russell who has been involved with FIRST since its inception
and Chairperson since 2014. Alan, thank you for the huge contribution you have made to FIRST
which has helped shape where we are today.
Finally, a big thank you to our clients both past and present. Without you guys, there wouldn’t be
a Service.

April Adam
May 2019

Community Rehabilitation
Referral Statistics
A total of 733 referrals were received between 1st April 2018 and 31st March 2019.
Drugs

Alcohol

Both

Total

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

27

19

4

10

6

1

37

30

67

118

53

38

20

29

9

185

82

267

North East Fife

11

3

14

2

8

2

33

7

40

Glenrothes

32

16

10

12

7

3

49

31

80

Levenmouth

50

21

4

4

10

1

64

26

90

Kirkcaldy

88

38

21

17

13

6

122

61

183

Unknown

1

0

0

0

5

0

6

0

6

South West
Fife
West Fife

FIRST provided me with a
safe, welcoming and trusting
environment in which I was
able to work through issues
related to alcohol use.

14%
21%
65%

Alcohol

Both

311

Drugs

18-19

57

41-50

BOTH

51-54

55-64

65 and over

0

4

5

21

24

17

49

ALCOHOL

8

25-40

5

20-24

DRUGS

3

0

6

0

18

7

0

26

57

115

Age Breakdown

Outcome Statistics
‘FIRST helped me to find new ways to control my addictions.’
Substance Use
50% Achieved
46% Progressed

‘FIRST helped me with
everything; domestic,
unemployment and
confidence.’

96%

Mental & Physical Well
Being

‘Coming off the
alcohol and
being able to deal
with life’ issues.’

‘You helped me with everything. Now

stable and reducing my Methadone.’

34% Achieved
57% Progressed

91%

‘FIRST has got me to the point of being able to reduce
my methadone and I am able to keep myself safe with
the coping skills and assertiveness I've learnt.’

Children & Relationships
41% Achieved
55% Progressed

‘Helped remind
me of coping
strategies.'

‘Made me improve my mental
health and helped improve
my self-esteem.’

96%

Housing & Independent
Living
39% Achieved
59% Progressed

98%

Occupying Time &
Reducing Offending
33% Achieved
60% Progressed

93%

‘FIRST helped me with my spelling and gave me
a boost and got me outdoors and that helped a
lot. Went to college and now doing Recovery
Through Nature.’
‘You’ve helped me with everything, changing my
thought process, helping me to see positive things
rather than always negative. Completely sober for
five months now, never thought I’d do it.’

‘I feel confident that I can now lead a drug free life.’

‘FIRST helped me achieve goals to improve my life eg having
my child full-time by referring me to Acupuncture and SMART
Recovery to help with addiction and chatted over how best to
go about improving my health and well-being without drugs.'

Source: Action Plan Reviews and Exit Questionnaires of clients closed during the period 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2019

Auricular Acupuncture
FIRST continues to offer Auricular Acupuncture to all
clients to enhance the one-to-one support provided.
Benefits of this alternative therapy include improved sleep
patterns, reduced stress and anxiety levels, feeling
energised
and
may also help
reduce withdrawal symptoms. This is continually
evidenced by the feedback given from clients who
attend. Acupuncture is offered in three areas of Fife
– Kirkcaldy, Dunfermline and Glenrothes and
sessions in Kirkcaldy and Dunfermline are well attended.

Service User Involvement
Consulting with our clients continues to be a core exercise for FIRST. As a Service, we are
very much aware of the importance of discussing current service provision and value feedback
given by our clients. Client Feedback sessions were held in Glenrothes, Kirkcaldy,
Dunfermline and Cupar throughout the year and both active and closed clients were invited to
attend. For those who were unable to attend or were uncomfortable in a group setting,
feedback was also completed over the telephone.
Feedback gathered from this year’s sessions was overall positive. Activity Based Groupwork
was a popular topic with the Cycling Group being a firm favourite. As in previous years, all
participants agreed that they did not feel judged by any member of staff and were able to build
a good rapport with their Worker. Many participants felt that there was a lack of recovery
activities as a whole at vital times ie evenings and weekends. It is hoped that the introduction
of FIRST’s Peer Leader programme will eventually help to fill this gap in service provision.

Our Volunteers play a vital role in the provision and facilitation of our activity based groupwork
programme. Most of our Volunteers have experienced issues with substance/alcohol use in
the past and have accessed support from FIRST. Life experience has provided our Volunteers
with a wealth of knowledge and most important of all, understanding of our clients’ feelings
emotionally and physically.
Volunteering with FIRST provides the opportunity for personal and professional development
and improving future employment opportunities. FIRST has also introduced a Peer Leader
programme which provides a gateway to Volunteering for clients who have positively exited
from the Service.
A sincere thank you to all our Volunteers, FIRST appreciate the time and effort you give. A
special thank you to Paul Hastie. Without the support of Paul, Recovery Rhythms (our wellknown Djembe Drumming group) could not have continued. A massive thank you to Paul for
his time, effort and hard work in running this group every week. Your contribution is priceless.

Congratulations!
Congratulations and good luck to
Brian Fretwell and Ken Small
who are currently participating in the
Addiction Worker Training Project (AWTP) with SDF –
the next step in your recovery journey and a
positive and successful future.
Your achievements demonstrate the success of FIRST’s
Volunteer and Peer Leader programmes.
The Board and staff at FIRST express their sincere thanks
for the contributions you have made in your roles as
Volunteer and wish you both all the success for the future.

Residential Rehabilitation
Introduction
I feel very privileged to have the opportunity to work with those who choose to change their lives
by accessing FIRST’s Residential Rehabilitation Service.
I am constantly in awe of the way those individuals develop and grow and make life changing
achievements. Each individual going to Residential Rehabilitation has their own history, their own
experience and their own plans for their future. Being at Residential Rehabilitation offers them
the opportunity to deal with the past, build on their experiences and to support them into a more
positive future.
People’s experiences in Residential Rehabilitation and what they achieve is varied and everyone’s
recovery path is different. However, their journey to recovery gives them the skills to achieve
things they never thought possible, to find themselves again and to be extraordinary. It also
enables them to rebuild relationships with family and loved ones.
The success of the service has been proven time and time again and is monitored, not by statistical
figures, but the continued recovery journeys of those involved. The service has now run for five
years and I am proud to say that we have individuals still in recovery from this time who have
continued to develop and grow personally and professionally. Over the past year, we have had
eleven individuals who have completed their residential stay and some of whom have went on to
gain full time employment and access educational opportunities.
I want to take this opportunity to thank Phoenix Futures, Abbeycare and Alexander Clinic for their
continued support and Fife Council for funding this service. I will endeavour to continue to support
and encourage those individuals who wish to access Residential Rehabilitation.
Liz Nardone
Residential Rehabilitation Co-ordinator

What does rehab really involve?
A personal account
by Reece Ireland
For me, I always believed rehab was solely concentrated on putting down drugs
and alcohol and simply getting on with life. That was in fact until I met my care
manager through FIRST who met with me a few times prior to admission and I
soon learned the Phoenix Futures is completely different from any other rehab
as the programme is focussed on addressing negative behaviours developed
through addiction and lifestyle and teaches people to be more positive in their
everyday lives. I went into the therapeutic community (TC) with an open mind
from day one. The whole ethos of the TC
was clear to me and I could quickly see
from previous service users who are now
staff that the programme does work.

A typical day in Phoenix consisted of waking up first thing to get showered and
ready for the day ahead then on to the floor for 7:30 am. There are three ‘checkin’s a day, the first being at 9:00 am, second 1:00 pm and third 6:00 pm. These are
held to make sure everyone is accounted for and find out how we are all feeling.

The
whole
house is
run by
service
users

After morning check-in we go into departments where we are split into five separate
work forces throughout the building. These are gardens & maintenance, kitchens,
co-ordination, health and safety and cleaning. Throughout your programme you
should have spent time in all of these. The idea behind this is a concept known as
‘work as therapy’ which allows us to stay focused and keep our minds from
wandering off into unhealthy thoughts. The whole house is run by service users
which involves the kitchens cooking three meals a day for everyone, co-ordination
running the house by making sure people are attending appointments out with the
building, etc and providing the necessary help with anything they may need.
Cleaning department are responsible for maintaining the cleanliness and hygiene
of the house. Staff are seen as rational authority which simply means they are there
to ensure the house is running smoothly and are there if we need help.

Once we have finished with departments for the day, we have a tea break for fifteen minutes and then
we are straight into our groups. These groups explore the different concepts the TC follows and helps
us learn new coping strategies and ways of dealing with our emotions that may have caused us to
use drink or drugs in the past. These groups last an hour until lunch time. After lunch we have another
check-in and then we gather in the community room for seminars which are usually given as outcomes
to people. Outcomes are given to people through ‘slips’ which are written pull-ups and are normally
given if someone has done something wrong. This can mean even leaving a cup lying on the worktop
without washing it. The idea behind outcomes is to help people learn to accept when they are in the
wrong in a non-confrontational manner.

After the seminar we have activity time where you
can go a walk around the local area or use the inhouse gym or play board games etc. We then have
dinner in the community room before evening
check-in. After that we have peer groups. These are only on a Wednesday and a Friday and they
allow us to sit with our peers and talk about things that may be affecting us or have done in the past
like traumas, etc. Peer groups are essential as they help us learn to be open and honest about how
we are feeling and allow us to feel emotions we may have numbed with drink or drugs and we can
then learn new ways of dealing with them instead of reacting the same way which has brought us to
this point in our lives. On Tuesday nights there is family support group which is held upstairs in the
community room. It’s for families of service users and gives them a chance to hear what other families
have been through and give them hope and assurance that things can and will get better. A Thursday
evening is for someone to tell their life story where everyone sits for an hour and listens to and
identifies with what the individual’s been through and what life has been like for them until now.
Everyone sits for the hour in silence whilst the person shares. Everyone that comes through the
programme is required to do this and it is amazing for building self-esteem and confidence. Come
8:30 pm we have free time to call family or sit together and watch a movie and socialize, etc.

As soon as you make the decision to walk through the doors of Phoenix the
hard work begins. It’s not just about saying goodbye to your substance of
choice, it’s really about finding out about you. You take part in activities you
never normally would. You are pushed out of your comfort zone and you are
encouraged to do your absolute best at everything. You start to realise things
about yourself, your qualities, your skills and even what music you actually like.
You become an improved version of yourself. Your whole mindset on life
changes and you begin to take the positives from things.

How does addiction affect the family?
An opportunity to hear both perspectives

Lauren’s Story

Her Mum’s Story

I was in heroin addiction for several years and

I thought my daughter was suffering from
depression.

couldn’t get clean.

I had tried drug replacement

treatment and worked with many Counsellors, but
nothing had helped.

My drug use had got so bad it was having serious
issues on my physical and mental health. I had been
admitted to hospital three times in the last few years

and almost died, and thought death was going to be

She changed from a kind loving person into a
lying scheming wreck. I couldn’t trust her,
everything she said was lies. No matter how I
tried to help her nothing worked.

I couldn’t eat or sleep. There was a big knot in
my stomach all of the time.

my fate.

I had a beautiful son and a loving family who always
tried to support and help me and yet I still couldn’t
change for the people I loved. I knew my drug use
was causing my family so much pain and I could
barely look after myself, let alone my son in the way
that I wanted to. I was so fortunate to have my mum
who helped look after my son. I desperately wanted
to stop for my loved ones and myself but I just
couldn’t.

Some days, I would feel numb
and sad. Then comes the worry.

She has become my obsession
and I start to shut off from
everyone else around me.
Heroin has took over both our
lives and I can’t see no way out.
When I knew Lauren was going to rehab, I cried
because nothing had worked before. This was a
lifeline. I was so happy she was going to get
help.
My first visit at Phoenix, I didn’t know what to
expect. I found everyone friendly, they all
seemed to be helping each other.

After failed attempt after failed attempt and one more
trip to hospital, I met Liz from FIRST who offered me
a real solution, a chance to go to rehab (Phoenix
Futures) and get clean in a safe and secure

environment away from my community and all the
risks around me that had always prevented me
staying clean.

I came away knowing Lauren was safe and trying
to get better.

Her Mum’s Story

Lauren’s Story
I was scared and anxious about the prospect of going
to Phoenix. I didn’t want to leave my son and go to a
strange place with new people, but I knew it was a

In rehab they gave them trust, each had jobs to do this gave self-respect and in time it made them see
they were not worthless. And in changing their
ways of thinking, they could get better.

great opportunity and the only thing I had never tried,
and I knew I had to give it my all.
I can’t remember too much of what happened and
what was said at my visit to rehab, but I do remember

When Lauren was in rehab, I went to Al-anon
meetings and the FIRST/Phoenix Family Support
Meetings which both helped me understand what
addiction can do and how it can take over
someone’s life. I know now that it is a sickness.

how I felt. I remember feeling overwhelmed at the
noise and the business and lots of people talking. I
hadn’t spent much time in groups of people for a long
time and I felt anxious to be around so many people.
However, I did feel a sense of I can do this. It felt
alien but a feeling of determination kicked in. If all the

Now my life is good, now I can
smile with her and enjoy our lives
together.
Gone is the dread and not wanting
to be here.

other people here in rehab could do it, perhaps I
could too.

I thank Phoenix and FIRST with all my heart.

Rehab was nothing like I had ever experienced
before. You had to be up early every morning and on
the floor to be put to work. I was kept really busy with
the structure and routine of the house.

I always

looked forward to my weekly visits from my son and
my mum. I looked at a lot of my issues in rehab as
well as getting clean for the first time.

Since leaving rehab I returned to education and have
just finished my HNC in Social Sciences.

I also

completed my student placement at FIRST, which is
where I began my journey into recovery, so that has
been pretty amazing. I am now working in Phoenix
and am able to help other people coming into rehab
scared and vulnerable.

I am so grateful to FIRST and Phoenix Futures who
have made this possible for me. I wouldn’t have the

life I have today, my mum wouldn’t have her daughter
back and my son wouldn’t have the mum he
deserves.

Referral Statistics
A total of 39 referrals were received between 1st April 2018 and 31st March 2019.
Drugs

Alcohol

Both

Total

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

4

3

7

0

1

0

12

3

15

North East Fife

2

1

1

0

1

0

4

1

5

Glenrothes

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

Levenmouth

4

3

0

0

0

1

4

4

8

Kirkcaldy

2

0

1

2

1

0

4

2

6

South West
Fife
West Fife

FIRST helped me get my life back by
supporting me and getting me to rehab.
I’m now in recovery and have a new life.
I’m also supporting people who have
drug and alcohol issues.

10%
28%

Alcohol

Both

13

Drugs

62%

DRUGS

18-19

20-24

25-40

41-50

BOTH

51-54

55-64

65 and over

1
0

0

1

ALCOHOL

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

3

2

3

4

9

Age Breakdown

Activity Based Groupwork
The Heritage Group continues to be popular and clients are learning
so much, from visiting The Scottish Mining Museum to the Scottish
Parliament where we have built up a good relationship with our local
MSP, David Torrance who is always happy to give our clients a tour.
The Arts & Crafts Group continues to produce some amazing work
.
which
is on display today at our AGM, and we are lucky to have local
artist Kerry Wilson on board, passing on her wealth of artistic
knowledge.
.
Partnership
working is very important, and we continue to do this
with Agnes Westwood, Community Education Worker at the
Auchmuty Allotments in Glenrothes, where our Gardening Group
takes place. Clients attend on a weekly basis, planting and growing
fruit and veg – all organic and take it all home to enjoy. This is our
third year at the allotment and hopefully will continue for many years
to come.

All in all, the last twelve months have been excellent, having new
Volunteers on board and also having Peer Leaders leading the way
in recovery and supporting others on their road to recovery.
Paul Watson
Activity Based Groupwork Co-ordinator
May 2019

Recovery
Groups

•
•
•
•

Peer Support is one of the best support groups available.
The togetherness of the group.
Pleased I was here, beneficial to me.
Pleasure to feel included.

• Fife Recovery Group is a peer support group for individuals in the community who have
experienced substance use issues. I attend and facilitate this group each week. It is a
safe space for people to come along, have a cuppa and share experience in addiction and
recovery. I too, am in recovery and feel the benefits of attending this group, talking
with likeminded people with shared experiences. We support and encourage each other
on the road to recovery!
• I enjoy spending time with people in recovery, sharing our struggles and finding
solutions.
• This group is terrific support, it provides a welcoming and relaxed environment amongst
like-minded folk and is vital to my continued recovery and well-being.
• I really value this group, it’s friendly and welcoming and after the meeting, I always feel
better and more positive about things.
• Great group, has been really helpful to me since leaving rehab and has provided a great
source of support to me for over nine months. I am really appreciative of this group and
its members for all the help it has given me.
• This group is really good for me and I always feel better after.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A real place of safety to be able to open up and have a chance to get vulnerable. I feel a
real sense of trust in this group.
This group is an absolute godsend for family members and residents of Phoenix. I always
leave feeling a sense of hope for my son’s future.
Brilliant meeting. I always get loads from it and always feel much better after it. Love
hearing the families and seeing the hope in their eyes.
Second time being here and I really enjoy it. This helps me realise me and my daughter
are not alone.
Was grateful to share my experience to families who have loved ones in Phoenix as I was
resident there too. I think I was able to give a bit of hope to them, that everything can
get better for their loved ones.
Meetings are important to me as a carer for my partner who has an alcohol addiction.
The meetings are an important platform to air and discuss problems associated with
addiction and give me a great deal of comfort.
Great safe place that allows honesty and gives great feedback.

-

Personal Reflections

Recovery Journey
Updates

Five Years and Counting
It’s an honour to be asked to write a little about life in recovery. It’s not all sunshine and
smiles but it’s certainly a completely different life to the one before and, more
importantly, I’m a different person. In both cases ‘different’ means for the better.
Recovery has meant discovering myself because I spent most of my life unsure of who
I was. It took time but now I am confident in my abilities, don’t try to second-guess

myself, don’t get depressed and enjoy my own company. Some things don’t change ie
I still don’t like being with large groups of people but that’s me and I accept that.
I have a close circle of friends with whom I meet on a regular basis but the most positive
thing I’ve done is embark on voluntary work. It has had an all-encompassing effect by
getting me out of the house, enable focus on others, utilising skills and using time
positively. I just love it. If you’re thinking about others, you’re not thinking about
yourself.
Recovery is not easy but the rewards outweigh the effort.
Jean, completed Community Rehab Feb 2014
Hi, my name is Linda. My story really begun when I was forty. Great family upbringing
but low self-esteem and I used alcohol as a crutch to get through bad days.
Unfortunately, the alcohol made the days worse and I ended up losing my family. That’s
when I sought help. FIRST has helped me turn my life around and big thanks to my
worker Kirsten for listening. It’s been a long recovery and difficult at times but improving
every day. Thanks for all your help in my recovery.
Linda, completed Community Rehab March 2018

I would just like to thank FIRST for helping me see the way I was drinking was only going
to land me in trouble. Through talking and listening, this made me see I had to get a handle
on the situation and sooner rather than later which I dually did. This was down to my worker
Rebecca who was pivotal to me coming to terms with my problems which I’d never thought
of before. So, thank you to FIRST for everything and Rebecca.
Peter, completed Community Rehab Jan 2019

I was a heroin addict from the age of twenty-one until the age of thirty-four. I was a complete
drain on my community, I didn’t work, I didn’t pay my taxes and I was a thief along with other
things

In 2016 I was given the chance to go to rehab, Phoenix Futures after losing custody of my
daughter. I jumped at the chance. I went into Phoenix on 4 th August 2016, I took my last dose
of Methadone on 17th September 2016. I stayed clean and completed the programme and I
have been clean and sober ever since. I left rehab on 11th February 2017 and moved into my
own flat. I was given custody of my daughter; I am now engaged to a wonderful man who is also
in recovery and I start working on the 10th June as a trainee worker with SDF and I can’t wait.

I no longer have to beg, borrow and steal to get by. I am now a responsible member of society.
I can take care of my own family and life is good. I look forward to family holidays instead of
children’s panels, shopping with my daughter instead of shoplifting to feed my habit and coffee
at friends’ houses instead of injecting heroin into my groin around my dealer’s house. I would
have none of this if it weren’t for FIRST funding rehab for me, as there was no way I could
have afforded it myself. I’d tried for many years to get clean in the community and for me,
personally, it just wasn’t working. I needed to be taken out of my environment. Rehab does

work, I know many people who are living proof of this, including me.
Joanne, completed Residential Rehab Feb 2017

When I first came, I was a mess from my alcohol use. I was apprehensive about it all as I had
never been in any services before. After a few meetings I realised I was doing the right thing by
coming to FIRST. I also linked into Addiction Services and they followed up and supported me
with an in-patient detox.

At FIRST, I went to Acupuncture to help with my anxiety and sleep and the Walk & Talk and
Communities and Heritage groups. I found them really good, getting me out and the people in
the groups were really nice and welcoming. I also went to the Peer Support group at night in
Glenrothes, which I am still going to as it gives me a chance to mix with others and still get out.
I found my worker Kenton a power of strength. FIRST is a really good service and all the staff
are very good and the support is ongoing.
John, completed Community Rehab Sept 2018

When I first contacted FIRST, I didn’t hold out much hope for myself and I was pessimistic
about what help they could provide. I had been struggling with addiction and mental health
issues since I was a teenager and I had been in and out of rehab multiple times since my early
twenties. I had always struggled to maintain lasting sobriety and I was starting to doubt
whether trying to get sober was even worth the effort.

I was given hope the very first day that I came into contact with FIRST. I was met with
someone who understood my situation, who was willing to help me and who most importantly
understood addiction. I wasn’t very reliable at that time, but I was met with patience and
encouragement. I needed residential treatment and I find it remarkable that I got into rehab
so quickly.

The treatment I got in rehab was life changing but I knew that I had a lot of work to do when I
returned home. The people at FIRST helped me to make this transition, I was confident that
there was a plan for me going forward, that I had the right support in place to continue to grow
and that my life could take an upward trajectory.

Almost a year down the line I have discovered that sustained sobriety is possible and that it is
worth the effort. I continue to use many of the services at FIRST and I am extremely grateful
for the help that I have been given. I have realised that recovery can be fun and exciting,
it can be creative, recovery has opened up a whole new world for me and a new of viewing
life and the people around me. FIRST has helped me to connect with people when previously
I felt isolated and disconnected. For that and many other blessings I am extremely grateful.
Damon, completed Residential Rehab August 2018

I am now fifteen months sober thanks to the aftercare from FIRST. I lost everything and
was close to death. FIRST saved my life and I now have a grandson and kids back in
my life. I’m truly grateful for what FIRST have done for me.
Martin, completed Residential Rehab Oct 2018

I was with FIRST for approximately two years. Where I am today in my recovery is in
large part due to FIRST and the support I’ve been given by them. Huge thanks to
Kenton for being on the phone when I needed it, but a huge massive thanks to Kirsten
for helping me to get sober and enabling me to use what I have to stay sober.
During my time there, my self-confidence has increased, and I’ve learned to be a wee
bit more chilled. More importantly, I’ve learned to handle my own self-care a lot better
now. It is because of this that I could start to volunteer with organisations.

So, at the time of leaving FIRST I had been volunteering at Restoration Fife in the Friday
Café and with the Scottish Drugs Forum in their Peer Research role. This still continues
as I enjoy being able to give back a tiny wee bit of what’s been given to me. More
recently I’ve also interviewed with Victim Support for volunteering within Kirkcaldy
Sheriff Court Witness Services.

I have gone back to college to study counselling with a view to going on to the HND
Psychology.

Having re-established contact with my youngest son, that relationship grows stronger
all the time as he sees that I am not drinking but staying sober.

With being sober I am able to get more involved in other life areas such as my wildlife
photography which is a great passion of mine at the moment.

By far the biggest thing FIRST has helped me with is the ability to accept I can
have an off day, but it’s just that. ONE DAY – it passes. So finally, just a massive,
massive thanks.
Grant, completed Community Rehab Feb 2019

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Sara at FIRST for all her help on my journey.
The help I received and the groups that she put me onto have been amazing. Paul at
the Heritage group has been amazing, and I have been to places that I would never
have had the chance to go to and have met some lovely people.
Janet, completed Community Rehab Sept 2018

I was in Abbeycare’s Murdostoun Castle rehab facility for four weeks in
August/September 2017, my last alcoholic drink being on 7 th August of that year. The
rehab had been arranged by FIRST, through Liz Nardone, and I’m extremely grateful
for her support. The FIRST organisation has also been very supportive since that time,
notably with the sessions with Mark and Kenton. I am also a participant in the Art Group
in Kirkcaldy and, although I’m producing artworks of dubious quality, I get both pleasure
and satisfaction from what I’ve achieved. I also attend AA meetings regularly in St
Andrews and Cupar, which help to keep me sober.
The sense of achievement has been a major factor in my recovery. I’ve travelled widely
in the last two years, to the US, Madeira, Italy and back to Japan, where I still have links
with the University of Tokyo. In my sobriety, I’ve been able to write academic papers
and to produce material for delivery to University and other groups. None of this I would
have been able to do had I still been drinking.

I realise that the success of my recovery is in my own hands. However, it is very
motivating for me to know that FIRST recovery service has faith in me. I am
determined not to let you, or myself down.
Ian, completed Residential Rehab Sept 2017

Thank you to our funders:
Fife Alcohol and Drug Partnership
Fife Health and Social Care Partnership
Fife Council

and a special thank you to all who have contributed
in the production of this Annual Report

Contact Details:
01592 585960
07598 450959

enquiries@firstforfife.co.uk
www.firstforfife.co.uk
Office Opening Hours:
Monday to Friday
9.00 am to 5.00 pm
Appointments available
8.00 am to 8.00 pm

